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Introduction

● Firearms can be prohibited in Canada in two ways:

- By definition in subsection 84(1) of the Criminal Code

o The definition of “prohibited firearm” in the Criminal Code includes physical 

characteristics of a prohibited firearm (such as automatic firearms).

- By regulations under the Criminal Code

o The definition also includes a prescription power that authorizes the 

Governor in Council to prohibit firearms by make and model by regulations. 

● On May 1, 2020, the Regulations Prescribing Certain Firearms and Other Weapons, 

Components and Parts of Weapons, Accessories, Cartridge Magazines, Ammunition 

and Projectiles as Prohibited, Restricted or Non-Restricted were amended to 

reclassify as prohibited over 1,500 models of firearms and their variants. 

- The Regulations also included two categories of firearms that exceed safe civilian 

use: firearms with 20 mm bore or greater (e.g., grenade launcher) or with a 

muzzle energy of greater than 10,000 Joules (e.g., 0.50 calibre BMG). 

● On November 22, 2022, the Government introduced amendments to Bill C-21 during 

the clause-by-clause review to further strengthen the approach to ensure a 

comprehensive ban of all assault-style firearms. 
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Background and Current Status

● Two amendments that proposed to change the definition of a ‘prohibited 

firearm’ (G4 and G46) generated interest and debate.

● The intent of these amendments was to prohibit assault-style firearms that 

pose a risk to public safety and are not suitable for civilian use.

● The proposed amendments generated legitimate concerns from the public, 

prompting the withdrawal G-4 and G-46 on February 3rd, 2023. 

● SECU voted unanimously to pause clause-by-clause to invite witnesses to 

discuss the withdrawn amendments.
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● Proposed to amend the subsection 84(1) definition of “prohibited firearm” in the Criminal Code 

to: 

- Codify the list of firearms already prohibited by the Regulations into a schedule in the Criminal 

Code (new 84(1)(i)). This includes:

o firearms prohibited in the Regulations through various prohibitions in the 1990s; and

o firearms prohibited in the Regulations through the May 1, 2020 prohibition

o Prohibit an additional 482 makes and models to complete the May 1, 2020 prohibition 

- Codify the May 1, 2020 OIC criteria for firearms capable of discharging a projectile with a 

muzzle energy exceeding 10 kJ (new 84(1)(e)).

- Codify the May 1, 2020 OIC criteria for firearms with a bore diameter of 20 mm or greater (new 

84(1)(f)).

- Create an evergreen definition to automatically prohibit firearms that meet the physical criteria 

based on May 1, 2020 criteria (new 84(1)(g)) 

o Rifle or shotgun; 

o Capable of discharging centre-fire ammunition;

o Semi-automatic action; and

o Designed to accept a detachable cartridge magazine with a capacity greater than 5 

cartridges of the type for which the firearm was originally designed.

- Designate illegally manufactured firearms as prohibited (new 84(1)(h)). 
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Amendment G-4 (withdrawn)



● Proposed to create a Schedule that lists “prohibited firearms” under new 84(1)(i)

● Schedule 1 includes all firearms that are already prohibited through Regulations

- Paragraphs 1 – 86 would include firearms and their variants that were prescribed as 

prohibited in the 1990s 

o There is no change in their classification. 

o The variants are being listed in the Schedules for transparency and greater clarity.

- Paragraphs 87 – 96 would include firearms and their variants that were prohibited on May 

1, 2020 

o There is no change in their classification.

o The variants are being listed in the Schedules for transparency and greater clarity

● Schedule 2 includes all items in Schedule 1 above, and it proposes to add 482 additional 

assault style firearms as prohibited firearms

- Paragraph 97 – 232 would list additional assault style firearms currently known to be 

present in the Canadian market but are not currently prohibited as they did not meet the 

criteria of modern design or were present in large volumes at the time of the May 1, 2020 

prohibition. 

● Schedule 1 and 2 would have come into force by Order in Council
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Amendment G-46 (withdrawn)


